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The accompanying reference guide is roofed as a PDF upon this disc. Engrossing, unexpected,
and filled with up-to-date technology and cultural exploration, Mycophilia is definitely part
narrative and part primer for foodies, research buffs, environmental advocates, and anyone
thinking about learning a whole lot about one of the least understood and most curious
organisms in character.In Mycophilia, accomplished food writer and cookbook author Eugenia
Bone examines the role of fungi as exotic delicacy, curative, poison, and hallucinogen, and
ultimately discovers a greater understanding of fungi is key to facing many challenges of the
21st century.
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Good Book on Mushrooms In order to find out about mushrooms in a technical and scientific way
this publication likely isn't for you personally. If you would like to read a light memoir about the
history, culture, and globe of mushrooms than this is a great read. This book tells the story of a
female who enters the mushroom subculture and discovers a way to talk about her hobbyist
passion with a number of the well known mushroom specialists. It's a great tale that spans from
the apple orchards of the Hudson valley to the moist and magical pacific northwest. If you are
interested in mycology (or ecology generally) this publication is is an excellent starting point
since it provides nice broad view into the globe of mushrooms. Finally, while this isn't a
technical reserve, there are various fun facts to know and inform about mushrooms giving this
reserve an educational element created in a leisurely design. I'd recommend it to anyone who
begins being who's interested in mushrooms. They are everywhere, and they are endlessly
amazing. Can't recommend it. Her impressions of other people took aside from the truly good
info in the publication and disrupted the stream of the narrative. I was remaining with an overall
disagreeable impression of the writer, although I appreciate the data imparted about fungus.
Captivating! Mycophilia is the sort of book it is possible to re-read again and again.) and the
many many directions that my fresh found mushroom love may lead me. As a newbie mushroom
enthusiast, I was delighted to read about mushroom tradition, types of mushrooms (thanks a lot
for introducing me to candy caps! Great read! Eugenia Bone starts out not knowing a thing about
mushrooms except that they develop on people's lawns. Entertaining to learn her stories,
however, periodically she will tell tales like your aunt who can’t stick to one story range and you
need to remind her what she was going on about it. Bone investigates the nature of a mushroom
foray - like what goes on at these things besides a walk in the woods and a assortment of
mushrooms? She investigates psychotropic mushrooms - what will high really mean and does it
have any value whatsoever apart from getting high? . Understand this and satisfy this woman.
The writing is outstanding, and I learned so much more than I . Love the author's design and
humor. Unusual information included Interesting information on mushrooms If you value
microbiology!? This book can be immenently readable and fascinating.A great and enjoyable
read. Interesting stories sometimes hard to follow Interesting book. Audible. You can certainly
bypass some learning encounters as a novice or beginner mushroom enthusiast and gain some
insight on where you can proceed and how to approach to globe of mushroom foraging. The
reader can follow her personal growth in "mushroomology" and find out a thing or two as well.
I’ve acquired to flip back a few times to link tale lines. Yet, it’s worthy of the read in case you are
delving into the wonderful world of mushrooms If you like to learn about medicinal, culinary, &
toxic Mushrooms this is a perfect book I have it on Kindle & Not so much for studying
mushrooms as it is approximately mushroom tradition. Great read! There’s a whole lot of
information therefore take down notes! I downloaded the sound version for a long drive.
Mushrooms possess such amazing qualities but this book widens your view if you’re a beginner
or just enjoy reading science books that aren’t monotone & The writing is excellent, and I
learned a lot more than I ever dreamed and frequently laughed out loud. Love this reserve
through and through for a different outlook This is a fun romp from a foodie who loves
mushrooms as much as me or the next myco lover. May be the mushroom actually useful from a
medical perspective? Wonderful book Coping with the Fungi I'm not one to struggle through
Scientific American content articles to understand the Higgs Boson or whatever it's called, so if
Eugenia Bone can get me excited about fungi, she will most likely do the same to you. The
publication was mostly very interesting, and on the few occasions when I began to believe I was
learning more about micelium than I must say i wanted to know, she would throw out an



extremely useful truth, and I was hooked once again. You don't realize just how many
mushrooms you walk past every day until you begin looking for them. Interesting but a little too
personal I enjoyed the reserve and feel We learned quite a bit from it about mushrooms, but We
was quite put off by the overly-sharey feel to the reserve. It can contain "some" useful
information.? Fascinating This is a book with multiple regions of interest. Or, what about
environmental remediation using fungus?.. a bore. This foray into the wild world of mushrooms
and their romantic relationship to the entire planet is a wonderful gem. Keep browsing. You can
find better choices available We really wanted to such as this book. You'll love this book and the
crazy cast of heroes. This book is normally inspirational. If it turned out a paper version, I would
have put it down. The writer runs on the chatty gossipy and frequently condescending writing
design that can most charitably be referred to as annoying. I understand this was written as an
individual narrative, but the author could be very snarky sometimes, which actually was
distasteful to me. Five Stars Awesome book. Well crafted.?
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